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      'In addition to the expected content of a book on research methods, this text offers detailed discussion of subjects that are often peripheral in research, and brings them to a wider audience' - Nursing Standard 




  
              


    
      



 


 
      The book as a whole is simple and clear , analysing data section is a must read for novice researchers




  
          Mr Mahmoud Saad




              


    
      



 


 
      I felt the first part of this book was clear and easy for students to follow; however I felt the second part of the book tried to achieve to much in each chapter.




  
          Mr Nigel Green




              


    
      



 


 
      A really useful book for students who are considering undertaking a piece of research.  It provides detailed information on developing research question, aims and objectives as well as provoking thought regarding whether research is needed, ethical issues and various methodological approaches which could be used to undertake the research.




  
          Dr Hayley Hutchings




              


    
      



 


 
      I think this book is useful and supplementary for the students that have a biostatistics basis




  
          Dr Imran Goker




              


    
      



 


 
      Liked the lay out of the book and that it was linked closely with how to complete a research project.




  
          Ms Diana Werderman




              


    
      



 


 
      A ggod introduction to research methods with practical examples




  
          Ms Claire Ambrose




              


    
      



 


 
      A very informative book, the content of which would be appropriate for learners just starting out in the field of 'research'.




  
          Mrs Nikki Whitehouse




              


    
      



 


 
      Used supplement selected sessions focusing on utility of research in every day clinical practice




  
          Ms Nicki Walsh




              


    
      



 


 
      very good introductory text for clinicians who are new to research




  
          Dr Ruth Jepson




              


    
      



 


 
      This is a good book for researchers who are already in the field (in practice) and need a reference book to guide their research effort. I did not find it suitable as an introductory textbook for my students (physician assistant students) who have had no prior research methods training. They need a book with more systematic structure. This book would be a good supplemental text next year when they start their capstone (implementing their research and writing their research report




  
          Dr Stella Iwuagwu




              


    
      



 


 
      This book is a good introduction for students considering research in clinical practice, both from a clinical evidence based practice perspective and in considering undertaking research.




  
           Patricia Warren




              


    
      



 


 
      A very helpful guide for novice researchers at doctoral level. I shall be recommending this text to first year students.




  
          Dr Graham Stew




              


    
      



 


 
      Excellent book covering most areas covered by course in sufficient detail.




  
          Mr Steven Martin




              


    
      



 


 
      I appreciated the chapter of designing the studies in health care practice with lots of examples and boxes.




  
          Dr Allegra Cattani




              


    
      



 


 
      A clear and concise book that students are able to understand easily.




  
          Ms Wendy Bateman




              


    
      



 


 
      This is a very useful basic text with clear guidance for students as an introduction to  research with specific application to health care




  
           Kathryn Heathcote
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    SAGE Research Methods is a research methods tool created to help researchers, faculty and students with their research projects. SAGE Research Methods links over 175,000 pages of SAGE’s renowned book, journal and reference content with truly advanced search and discovery tools. Researchers can explore methods concepts to help them design research projects, understand particular methods or identify a new method, conduct their research, and write up their findings. Since SAGE Research Methods focuses on methodology rather than disciplines, it can be used across the social sciences, health sciences, and more.

With SAGE Research Methods, researchers can explore their chosen method across the depth and breadth of content, expanding or refining their search as needed; read online, print, or email full-text content; utilize suggested related methods and links to related authors from SAGE Research Methods' robust library and unique features; and even share their own collections of content through Methods Lists. SAGE Research Methods contains content from over 720 books, dictionaries, encyclopedias, and handbooks, the entire “Little Green Book,” and "Little Blue Book” series, two Major Works collating a selection of journal articles, and specially commissioned videos.
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